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ABSTRACT: Cation−π interactions play an important role in
biomolecular recognition, including interactions between mem-
brane phosphatidylcholine lipids and aromatic amino acids of
peripheral proteins. While molecular mechanics coarse grain (CG)
force fields are particularly well suited to simulate membrane
proteins in general, they are not parameterized to explicitly
reproduce cation−π interactions. We here propose a modification
of the polarizable MARTINI coarse grain (CG) model enabling it
to model membrane binding events of peripheral proteins whose
aromatic amino acid interactions with choline headgroups are
crucial for their membrane binding. For this purpose, we first
collected and curated a dataset of eight peripheral proteins from
different families. We find that the MARTINI CG model expectedly underestimates aromatics−choline interactions and is unable to
reproduce membrane binding of the peripheral proteins in our dataset. Adjustments of the relevant interactions in the polarizable
MARTINI force field yield significant improvements in the observed binding events. The orientation of each membrane-bound
protein is comparable to reference data from all-atom simulations and experimental binding data. We also use negative controls to
ensure that choline−aromatics interactions are not overestimated. We finally check that membrane properties, transmembrane
proteins, and membrane translocation potential of mean force (PMF) of aromatic amino acid side-chain analogues are not affected
by the new parameter set. This new version “MARTINI 2.3P” is a significant improvement over its predecessors and is suitable for
modeling membrane proteins including peripheral membrane binding of peptides and proteins.

1. INTRODUCTION

Coarse grain (CG) molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have become increasingly popular in recent years for the
modeling of complex and large biomolecular systems.1 By
reducing the system complexity these models allow for large
gains in computing time and CG MD simulations can probe
longer timescales than conventional all-atom simulations. One
of the currently most used CG models is MARTINI,2 which
has parameters available for major biomolecules (lipids,3,4

proteins,5,6 carbohydrates,7 and nucleic acids8,9). The
MARTINI model has been widely used to study lipid−protein
interactions, in particular, involving transmembrane pro-
teins,10,11 but comparatively fewer studies of peripheral
membrane protein binding have been performed.12−17

The binding of peripheral proteins to membranes is
modulated by reversible and transient interactions with the
membrane surface.18 Binding typically proceeds through the
interaction of an electropositive region of the protein surface
with the negatively charged lipids (e.g., phosphatidylinositol
(PI), phosphatidylinositol monophosphate (PIP), phosphati-
dic acid (PA), phosphatidylserine (PS), phosphatidylglycerol
(PG)) followed by the partitioning of hydrophobic amino

acids in the bilayer core and at the interface.18,19 The three
aromatic amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine, and phenylalanine
are often found partitioning at the interface, while aliphatic
ones, such as isoleucine or leucine, tend to insert deeper.20

Interestingly, an increasing number of interfacial aromatics are
being observed engaging in cation−π interactions with the
positively charged headgroups of phosphatidylcholine (PC)
lipids not only for peripheral21−27 but also for trans-
membrane28 proteins.
Accurate modeling of peripheral protein membrane binding

by CG simulations requires that these interactions are
accounted for in the force field. Unlike charge−charge
interactions and partitioning behavior that are fairly well
described, cation−π interaction remains a challenge for
additive force fields. Recently, we proposed and evaluated a
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simple modification of the CHARMM36 force field to improve
its treatment of choline−aromatics cation−π interactions.29,30

This followed a careful evaluation of the performance of the
atomistic force field to reproduce the energetics and structure
of cation−π interactions of relevant model systems and in
simulations of peripheral proteins. No such evaluation has
been carried out for CG models yet, although the SIRAH force
field reported that cation−π interactions have been incorpo-
rated in their phospholipid models.31 Simulations of peripheral
proteins have been reported in recent years, and interestingly,
most of these proteins mediate membrane interactions
primarily driven by electrostatic interactions32 such as the
recognition of phosphatidylinositides-containing membranes
by pleckstrin homology (PH) domains.12−14,33,34 Several
works have also tested the performance of the MARTINI
CG model at modeling hydrophobic partitioning of lipidated
proteins,35,36 but no examples where cation−π interactions act
as major contributors have been evaluated yet.
In this work, we test the ability of the currently most

accurate version of the MARTINI force field (the polarizable
version 2.2P) to model the peripheral binding of proteins
whose membrane binding depends on choline−aromatics
cation−π interactions and on insertion of aromatic amino
acids at the bilayer interface. For this, we choose the Bacillus
thuringiensis phosphatidylinositol-specific phospholipase C
(BtPI-PLC) because the mechanism by which it binds
membranes is well-characterized both computationally and
experimentally.21,25 We show that simulations with the
polarizable MARTINI CG model do not capture binding
events and suggest modifications of the interaction matrix to
improve this. This modified matrix is validated on a dataset of
eight peripheral proteins, including negative controls. We also
verify that the modified matrix does not introduce biases in
simulations of bilayers, transmembrane proteins, and control
peripheral proteins not relying on interfacial aromatics to bind
PC-rich bilayers. Our work shows that the proposed force field,
coined version 2.3P, can improve the description of the role of

interfacial aromatics in peripheral protein binding to
membranes, including those reliant on choline−aromatics
cation−π interactions.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Simulations of Peripheral Proteins. We ran
simulations of eight peripheral proteins and of their binding
to lipid bilayers of various compositions. The proteins are
listed in Table 1 along with their PDB IDs, the bilayer
compositions, and starting configurations used. All were
simulated with both the polarizable MARTINI 2.2P force
field and the modified version (2.3P). The number of
simulations run and their lengths are also given in Table 1.

2.1.1. System Preparation and Simulations. The protein
structures were obtained from PDB except for BtPI-PLC for
which no structure of the wild type has been solved. We used a
model built by Grauffel et al.21 from the Y247S/Y251S mutant
structure of BtPI-PLC (PDB id: 3EA1).37 The missing tyrosine
side chains were taken from the W47A/W242A mutant
structure of BtPI-PLC (PDB id: 2OR2).38 The structure was
then carefully minimized using backbone (BB) and side-chain
restraints.21 All proteins structures were processed and
prepared for coarse grain simulations using martinize.py
script.6

The protein−membrane complexes were prepared using the
insane tool.39 The proteins were placed above the bilayer
either in their membrane binding orientation (MBO) or in a
randomized orientation (RO) (Figure 1A,C). The bound
mode (MBS) is obtained by manually docking the protein in
the membrane binding orientation (Figure 1B). The
membrane binding orientations were either obtained from
the literature (all-atom simulations) or taken from the
orientation of proteins in membranes (OPM) database.40

The distance between the centers of mass of the protein and
the membrane was set to be between 6 and 7 nm depending
on the protein size and shape. For each protein, we ran
multiple independent simulations differing by the protein−

Table 1. Peripheral Proteins Tested and CG Simulation Detailsf

protein PDB id bilayer composition test type
force
field

starting
configuration

simulation length
(ns)

no. of
simulations

total time
(ns)

BtPI-PLC 3EA1/
2OR2

DMPC MBTa 2.2P MBOc 500 5 2500

MDTb 2.2P MBSd 500 5 2500
MBT 2.3P MBO 500 5 2500
MBT 2.3P ROe 1000 5 5000

PH domain (PLC-
δ1)

1MAI POPC/POPS/PIP2/PIP3
(73:20:5:2)

MBT 2.2P RO 1000 1 1000

MBT 2.3P RO 1000 1 1000
PR3 1FUJ POPC MBT 2.2P MBO 1000 1 1000

MBT 2.3P MBO 1000 1 1000
Equinatoxin 1IAZ POPC MBT 2.2P MBO 500 1 500

MBT 2.3P MBO 500 1 500
PLA2 1POA DMPC MBT 2.2P RO 1000 1 1000

MBT 2.3P RO 1000 1 1000
PC-specific SaPI-
PLC

4I8Y POPC MBT 2.2P RO 1000 1 1000

MBT 2.3P RO 1000 1 1000
WT SaPI-PLC 4F2T POPC MBT 2.3P RO 500 2 1000
GLTP 1WBE POPC MBT 2.2P RO 400 + 362 2 762

MBT 2.3P RO and MBO 500 2 1000
aMBT: membrane binding test. bMDT: membrane detachment test. cMBO: membrane-binding orientation. dMBS: membrane-bound structure.
eRO: randomized orientation. fTests with other interaction levels are reported in Table S1 and are not included here.
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membrane distance (increment of 0.1 nm) and in some cases
by the protein orientation that was randomized. The systems
were placed in a box of 8.96 × 8.96 × 16 nm3, which resulted
in bilayers with 288 lipids for the single-component bilayers:
144 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (POPC) or
dimyristoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DMPC) in each leaflet. The
mixed bilayers, composed of POPC, 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-
glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (POPS), phosphatidylinositol
(4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2) and phosphatidylinositol (3,4,5)-
trisphosphate (PIP3) in a 73:20:5:2 molar ratio, contained 284
lipids (142 lipid in each leaflet). The POPC or DMPC bilayer
systems were solvated with polarizable water molecules,41 and
the system was neutralized with NaCl counterions. For the
mixed bilayer, a salt concentration of 0.15 M NaCl was used
together with polarizable water. An elastic network was applied
to the proteins in all simulations based on the “Elnedyn”
model.42

Each solvated protein−membrane complex was then
minimized for 50 000 steps using the steepest descent
algorithm. After the minimization, the system was equilibrated
for 1 ns and subsequently production simulations were
performed (see Table 1), using the leap-frog integrator in
the NPT ensemble. The temperature was set to 310 K and
maintained using the v-rescale thermostat.43 The pressure was
set to 1 bar and maintained using the Parrinello−Rahman
barostat.44 Semi-isotropic pressure coupling was applied for
these systems. For the calculation of nonbonded interactions, a
pair list was generated using the Verlet scheme with a buffer
tolerance of 0.005. The Coulombic terms were calculated using
particle mesh Ewald45 (PME) and a real-space cutoff of 1.1
nm. The relative dielectric constant was set to 2.5, as
recommended for the polarizable MARTINI model. For the
VDW terms, we used a cutoff scheme with a cutoff value of 1.1
nm and the Verlet cutoff scheme for the potential-shift.46 All
simulations were carried out using GROMACS (v. 2016.x).47

The time step used for these simulations was 20 fs except for
the cases where numerical instability was observed, in which
case the time step was reduced to 10 fs.
2.1.2. Simulation Analyses. To quantify the depth of

insertion in the lipid bilayer for individual residues, we
calculated the distance along the membrane normal z between

the center of mass of the residue and the average phosphate
plane of the binding leaflet. A negative value means that the
residue is inserted below the phosphate plane. The calculation
of the depth of insertion was done after membrane binding of
the proteins that underwent successful binding events. In cases
where the protein would not bind to the bilayer, the analysis
was done throughout the trajectory.
To identify binding events and characterize them, we also

calculated the minimum distance between proteins and
bilayers using the gmx mindist tool. However, the minimum
distance alone does not distinguish between different binding
orientations of the protein and can be misleading. This is
equally true for density profiles. Hence, we also calculated the
tilt angle of the protein with respect to the membrane normal.
For BtPI-PLC, we used the known membrane bound
orientation as a reference and a vector defined by the
backbone bead of the Ile43 (membrane-binding residue) and
of Lys150 (located opposite to the binding face of the protein).
The motivation was not to find a fixed tilt angle value but
rather to see when it reaches a stable value (and fluctuates
around that value), which will identify the binding events.
Multiple peak values of the tilt angles will identify two or more
distinct binding modes, which were further checked to
compare the binding mode with experiments or all-atom
simulations data from the literature.

2.2. Simulations of Transmembrane Proteins. We
performed 500 ns long simulations embedding a rhodopsin
(PDB ID: 1U19) monomer in a POPC bilayer with both
MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P. The protein was briefly
minimized in vacuum with the steepest descent algorithm for
10 steps. Then, the protein was embedded in a POPC bilayer
using the insane tool in a box of 13.5 × 13.5 × 12.7 nm3, which
resulted in a bilayer with 525 POPC lipids (265 POPC in the
upper leaflet and 260 in the lower leaflet). The system was
then solvated with 12 447 polarizable water molecules and
neutralized with NaCl counterions. The resulting solvated
system was further minimized with the steepest descent
algorithm for 5000 steps and equilibrated for 500 ps before the
500 ns production run, using a 10 fs time step. All other
simulation parameters were similar to those used for the
peripheral proteins.
The analyses were carried out on the last 490 ns of the

production run using GROMACS tools,48 with errors
estimated by block averaging. We calculated the bead density
for water, protein backbone (BB bead), phosphate (PO4
bead), and choline (NC3 bead) groups along the bilayer
normal (the z-dimension of the simulation box). Protein−lipid
contacts were counted using a distance cutoff of 0.7 nm
between the beads. Tilt angles were computed between the
axis of helix 4 (described by the backbone beads of residues
150−171) and the bilayer normal. The occupancy of POPC
heads around rhodopsin was computed by means of the
“occupancy” option of the VolMap tool of VMD49 with a 0.2
nm resolution grid.

2.3. Lipid Bilayer Systems.We set up and simulated three
different lipid bilayer systems of increasing complexity to
control that the lipid and bilayer properties remained
unaffected by our modification of MARTINI 2.2P. The first
and simplest system was a single-component bilayer of 242
dilinoleoyl-phosphatidylcholine (DLiPC) in a box of 8.8 × 8.8
× 8.0 nm3 set up using the insane tool.39 It was solvated with
2966 CG polarizable water beads. After a steepest decent
minimization of 500 steps, the system was equilibrated for 500

Figure 1. Starting orientations used for membrane binding (A, C) and
membrane detachment (B) simulations of peripheral proteins,
illustrated with BtPI-PLC (red licorice and green van der Waals
(VDW) spheres). Membrane binding simulations were performed
starting from either the known membrane-binding orientation with
the interfacial binding site (green VDW spheres) facing the bilayer
(A) or a random orientation (C) to overcome the potential bias due
to the choice of the starting configuration. Membrane detachment
simulations were carried out starting from known membrane-bound
structures. For clarity, waters and ions are not shown.
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ps (time step: 10 fs) and 30 ns (time step: 20 fs) at 310 K and
1 bar. The production run of 1 μs was performed with a time
step of 20 fs at 310 K and 1 bar. Other simulation parameters
were as described in Section 2.1.
The second system was a mixture of 204 DLiPC and 36

cholesterol (CHOL) molecules at a molar ratio of 85:15. It was
solvated with ∼2000 CG polarizable water beads in a box of
8.8 × 8.8 × 8.0 nm3. A salt concentration of 0.1 M NaCl was
added. The minimization, equilibration, and production runs
were performed as for the previous system.
The most complex bilayer was set up starting from a phase-

separated lipid bilayer consisting of 824 dipalmitoyl-phospha-
tidylcholine lipids (DPPC), 544 DLiPC, and 576 CHOL
molecules and generated earlier with standard MARTINI
2.2.50 For the purpose of this work, we exchanged the ∼31 000
water beads with polarizable water beads. It contained 0.2 M
concentration of NaCl. After an equilibration of 1 ns (time
step 2 fs), a 2 μs production run was started using a time step
of 20 fs.
For all systems, we analyzed the average area per lipid

(APL), area compressibility, tail order parameter, and bilayer
thickness. In addition, we calculated the lateral density profile
of the second and third systems and evaluated the CHOL flip-

flop rate. In the third system, we also performed a neighbor
analysis of the different lipid species.

2.4. Membrane Translocation Potential of Mean
Force (PMF) for Amino Acids. We calculated the potential
of mean force (PMF) of the side-chain analogues as a function
of the distance from their center of mass to the center of mass
of a dioleoylphosphocholine (DOPC) bilayer using umbrella
sampling simulations and the weighted histogram analysis
method (WHAM51). We carried out a series of simulations
with distances from 0.0 to 4.0 nm with a 0.1 nm increment.
The distance was restrained with a harmonic potential using a
force constant of 1000 kJ/(mol nm2). Each system contained
one side-chain analogue, a bilayer of 162 DOPC molecules,
and water (4638 coarse-grained water for MARTINI 2.2P and
2.3P). For each force field, the bilayer was built and solvated
using insane39 and equilibrated using the gromit tool.52 For
each window, we first carried out 5 ns of equilibration with a
time step of 10 fs. During the equilibration, the side-chain
analogue was pulled to the expected distance from the center
of the bilayer. We carried out the production for 1 μs per
window with a time step of 20 fs for a total sampling of 41 μs
per side chain and for each force field. The pressure was
coupled to 1 bar with a semi-isotropic Berendsen barostat, and

Figure 2. Depth of anchoring of each amino acid in BtPI-PLC calculated from simulations with (A) MARTINI 2.2P (MBO), (B) MARTINI 2.3P
(MBO), (C) MARTINI 2.3P and using random starting orientations (RO). The reference profile (black) was obtained from all-atom simulations
by Grauffel et al.21 The average position of the phosphate plane (black line at y = 0) is chosen as reference of insertion. In all cases except one, with
MARTINI 2.3P (B, C), the protein manages to bind the membrane in the correct orientation. On the other hand, MARTINI 2.2P did not manage
to localize the protein in the membrane (A). (D) Membrane binding mode obtained for BtPI-PLC using MARTINI 2.3P CG (left), and all-atom
(right) simulations. All-atom structure is taken from Grauffel et al.21 Note the similarities in both binding modes. For CG snapshot, membrane and
the protein backbone (gray) is shown using licorice representation. For the all-atom snapshot, the protein backbone is shown in a cartoon
representation. For clarity, waters and ions are not shown, nor are the hydrogen atoms shown. In both cases, proteins are highlighted using
transparent QuickSurf representation of VMD.49
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the temperature was coupled to 300 K using the Langevin
thermostat. We used PME to treat the electrostatics beyond
the cutoff.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. BtPI-PLC Does Not Bind to PC Bilayers When
Simulated with MARTINI 2.2P. We first carry out
membrane-binding simulations of BtPI-PLC. This protein
binds to PC-rich membranes by engaging several tyrosine
residues (Y88, Y246, Y251, Y204) in cation−π interactions
with choline groups. Two tryptophan residues (W47, W242)
insert below the phosphate plane and do not engage in
cation−π interactions.25 To test whether or not the MARTINI
model can capture the known binding mode, we place the
protein away from a pure DMPC membrane in its membrane
binding orientation and run five simulations differing from
each other by the initial protein−membrane distance (Figure
1A). Ideally, all simulations should converge to the
experimentally known membrane-bound orientation (Figure
1B).
Out of these five simulations, none leads to a lasting binding

event that involves the experimentally determined binding site.
This is shown by the depths of anchoring per amino acid in
each of the five simulations (Figure 2A). The protein comes in
contact shortly with the membrane either in its correct
orientation or with other sides facing the lipids (Figure S1,
bottom panel). One of the simulations (sim 3 in Figure 2A)
actually leads to the protein binding to the membrane in a
wrong orientation in which it remains trapped. The depth of
anchoring per residue (magenta line on Figure 2A) confirms
that the amino acids close to the membrane in simulation 3 do
not correspond to the binding site observed in all-atom
simulations (data from Grauffel et al.21).
To rule out the possibility that the lack of binding is due to

too limited sampling, we perform a membrane detachment
test. We manually anchor the protein at the bilayer in the
correct depth and orientation and run multiple simulations
(Figure 1B). We want to check if the protein stays bound or
detaches in relatively short simulations (500 ns). In all five
simulations, the protein detaches from the membrane and the
residence time varies from 50 to 350 ns (Figure S2). In one
simulation (sim 2), the protein reattaches to the membrane,
however, in a wrong orientation (Figure S3) similar to that
observed in the membrane binding simulation (sim 3 in Figure
2A).
Together, these simulations show that MARTINI 2.2P

needs further improvements to faithfully model interfacial
membrane binding of proteins where aromatic amino acids are
engaged in cation−π interactions. The further improvement of
MARTINI 2.2P is discussed in the following sections.
3.2. Modification of MARTINI 2.2P for Cation−π

Interactions: MARTINI 2.3P. For MARTINI to capture the
binding of BtPI-PLC to a membrane, we modified the
interaction matrix between bead types used in aromatic
amino acids (P1, C4, and C5) and the Q0 bead, which is
used to represent the choline headgroup of PC lipids. We
gradually increased the interactions, testing several modifica-
tions (Table S1). The best one is coined “MARTINI 2.3P” and
discussed henceforth. Briefly, the procedure for obtaining the
modified interaction matrix was as follows:

1. Interactions were increased between each pair of beads,
namely, Q0 and each of P1, C4, and C5. For example,

changes for Q0−P1 bead from level II to level I, changes
for Q0−C5 bead from level IV to level III, and changes
for Q0−C4 bead from level V to level IV, make one
combination. All combinations tested are given in
Supporting Information (Table S1).

2. For each combination, we performed membrane binding
(Figure 1A) and membrane detachment (Figure 1B)
simulations of the peripheral protein (BtPI-PLC in this
case).

3. Membrane penetration depths are calculated for each
amino acid of BtPI-PLC after the successful binding
events and compared to the corresponding all-atom
profile of the same protein to determine the final
interaction matrix.

The changes in the interaction matrix that performed the
best and current values are provided in Table 2.

3.3 BtPI-PLC Does Bind Spontaneously to PC Bilayers
When Simulated with MARTINI 2.3P. We perform similar
binding simulations with “MARTINI 2.3P” as we did with
“MARTINI 2.2P”. In addition, we perform binding simulations
starting from random starting protein orientation (Figure 1C).
The five simulations starting from the known binding

orientation lead to BtPI-PLC binding the DMPC membrane in
the same orientation (Figure 2B). Unlike with MARTINI 2.2P,
the protein finds the membrane and converges to the right
binding mode irrespective of the initial protein−membrane
distance. The profiles of depth of anchoring per residue
compare well to the profile from all-atom simulations.21 An
analysis of the minimum protein−membrane distance and tilt
angle for simulation 2 shows that the protein approaches the
membrane and slightly reorients itself before binding within
100 ns (Figure S4). The protein remains stably bound until the
end of the simulation at 500 ns. Other simulations show similar
profiles. We determine the equilibrium tilt angle of the bound
protein from the distribution of tilt angles along the
simulations trajectory after binding event. All simulations
show peaks around 10−15° (Figure S5) except for simulation
3 where we observe two equally probable peaks at around 15
and 45°. The protein in this case adopts (switches multiple
times between) two conformations. This might be due to the
smoother energy landscape of MARTINI CG force field or the
fact that the CG force field allows improved sampling.
We next perform binding simulations starting from

randomized orientations (Figure 1C), which is a more
stringent test of the new parameters. In all but one simulation
(simulation 5), the protein binds the membrane in the correct
binding orientation (Figure 2C). The outcome of simulation 5
is discussed in the Section 3.6. The equilibrium tilt angle is
equal to 10−15°, as observed for previous simulations (Figure
S6).

Table 2. Reduced MARTINI 2.3P vs MARTINI 2.2P
Interaction Matricesa

P1 C5 C4

Q0 I (II) III (IV) III (V)
aMARTINI 2.3P values are in bold fonts; MARTINI 2.2P values are
in parentheses. Level of interaction represents the Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential well depth (ε): I, ε = 5.0 kJ/mol; II, ε = 4.5 kJ/mol; III, ε =
4.0 kJ/mol; IV, ε = 3.5 kJ/mol; V, ε = 3.1 kJ/mol. The LJ parameter σ
is set to 0.47 nm for these interaction levels.
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Overall, simulations with MARTINI 2.3P capture the
membrane binding mode from all-atom simulations (Figure
2D), which is also in agreement with experimental data. The
modified parameters thus capture the binding of a protein
where not only cation−π interactions (by tyrosine) play an
important role in membrane binding but also the tryptophan
insertion is critical.
3.4. Evaluation of the Performance of MARTINI 2.3P

for Additional Peripheral Membrane Proteins. To test
how MARTINI 2.3P performs for peripheral proteins other
than BtPI-PLC, we selected five proteins that are known to use
aromatic amino acids to bind to PC-rich membranes and two
control proteins: one that does not bind to PC-rich bilayers
(WT SaPI-PLC) and one that binds but without involving
aromatic amino acids (PLC-δ1 PH domain). We performed
membrane-binding tests on each of them and report the
distance for the membrane insertion of each amino acid.
Information about the seven proteins is given below, and
information about the simulations is provided in Table 1
(Section 2).
3.4.1. Selected Proteins. 3.4.1.1. PLC-δ1 PH Domain (PH

Domain, PDB ID 1MAI). PH domains are well known
membrane targeting domains whose membrane binding is
thought to be driven mostly by nonspecific electrostatic
interactions.19,53 Both all-atom and CG MD simulations using
MARTINI have been used to characterize the membrane
binding mechanism of the PH domain of phospholipase C-
δ1.12−14,33,34,54 Relying on this, we chose it as a control, i.e.,
the new interaction matrix should not affect its binding to PIPn
containing PC-rich bilayers compared with MARTINI
2.2P.12,14,33,34

3.4.1.2. Proteinase 3 (PR3, PDB ID 1FUJ). This neutrophil
serine protease is a target for the treatment of chronic

inflammation.55 PR3 has been reported to be present on the
surface of neutrophils,56 and its membrane binding site was
identified using both experiments and molecular simula-
tions.57−60 Notably, we highlighted the role of three phenyl-
alanines and one tryptophan in the binding of PR3 to
zwitterionic bilayers composed of POPC lipids.60 We found in
atomistic simulations that F166, F224, and W218 engage in
cation−π interactions with PC lipids.61

3.4.1.3. Actinia equina Equinatoxin II (Equinatoxin, PDB
ID 1IAZ). This is a pore-forming toxin from sea anemone. The
monomers bind to the membrane prior to pore formation by
oligomerization, and earlier experimental work highlighted the
role of an “exposed aromatic cluster” in membrane attach-
ment.62 A study combining NMR and MD provided further
details on the critical residues involved in protein−lipid
interactions with PC micelles, among which were W116, Y137,
and Y138.22

3.4.1.4. Naja naja atra Phospholipase A2 (PLA2, PDB ID
1POA). PLA2 has been shown to use several aromatic amino
acids for binding on zwitterionic membranes:63,64 two
tyrosines (Y3, Y110), three tryptophans (W18, W19, W61),
and one phenylalanine (F64),63 of which W61 and Y110 are
likely to engage in cation−π interactions with choline groups.61

3.4.1.5. Staphylococcus aureus Phosphatidylinositol-
Specific Phospholipase C (SaPI-PLC); WT (WT SaPI-PLC,
PDB ID 4F2T) and N254Y, H258Y Mutant (PC-Specific SaPI-
PLC, PDB ID 4I8Y). WT SaPI-PLC shows virtually no affinity
for PC lipids;65 therefore, we used it as a negative control
protein. Simulations with either version of MARTINI should
not lead to membrane binding. We also used an engineered
form that is PC-specific. Cheng et al. introduced two tyrosines
(N254Y, H258Y) to mimic the cation−π box observed in the
Bacillus PI-PLC.65 X-ray crystallography of the engineered

Figure 3. Depth of anchoring (per residue) beyond the phosphate plane of the membrane for different proteins in the dataset using MARTINI
2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P; calculated from the simulation trajectories. (A) PH domain, (B) proteinase 3, (C) equinatoxin, (D) phospholipase A2,
(E) PC-specific SaPI-PLC, and (F) glycolipid transfer protein. The PDB IDs are provided for each protein in Table 1 and Section 3.4.1. The
membrane bound structures for each protein are provided in the corresponding panels and represented as in Figure 2D (except for PIP lipids which
are represented with VDW spheres). The dash lines represent independent additional simulations. The reference profile is obtained for PR3 from
all-atom simulation by Schillinger et al.60 and for PLA2 from all-atom simulation by Waheed et al.61 Phosphate plane is represented by a horizontal
black line (y = 0) for all cases. As the localization of PH domain is close to the PI rings rather than the phosphate plane, PIPn plane (horizontal
magenta line) is also used for better description of the localization in this case. The positive control remains unaltered (A). MARTINI 2.2P does
not manage to localize other proteins except PLA2. On the other hand, MARTINI 2.3P manages to demonstrate correct binding orientation and
localization of these proteins including identifying the key residues involved in membrane binding.
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SaPI-PLC with choline or 1,2-dibutyryl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-
choline (diC4PC) revealed two discrete PC binding sites. The
first one contains four tyrosines: Y211, Y212, N254Y, H258Y.
The second site contains two tyrosines and one tryptophan:
H258Y, Y290, W287. In addition, W45 is important for
membrane binding.
3.4.1.6. Bovine Glycolipid Transfer Protein (GLTP, PDB ID

1WBE).66 Three tryptophans (W85, W96, W142) in the
speculated membrane binding site are thought to be the
primary contributors of membrane binding.67,68 Later bio-
physical experiments using fluorescence spectroscopy con-
firmed that W142 along with nearby residues is the primary
contributor to membrane affinity.69

3.4.2. Membrane-Binding Test. Figure 3 shows, for each of
the proteins above, the depth of anchoring of their amino acids
and helps identify amino acids located close to the lipids. In
terms of membrane binding, the performance of MARTINI
2.3P is superior to MARTINI 2.2P. For the control protein PH
domain (Figure 3A) and for PLA2 (Figure 3D), where the
binding events were already in the correct orientation with
MARTINI 2.2P, the 2.3P parameter set does not bring any
further improvements with respect to the all-atom reference
simulations. We discuss the case of PLA2 later in this section.
Expectedly, WT SaPI-PLC, which serves as a negative control,
did not bind to the bilayer in any of the two simulations with
MARTINI 2.3P (data not shown).
The MARTINI 2.2P model fails to localize the other four

proteins at the membrane surface (Figure 3B,C,E,F) while
lasting binding events are observed with MARTINI 2.3P,
which also identifies residues critical for membrane binding.
For PR3, the membrane-penetrating segments are identical to
those observed with all-atom MD simulations, notably the
insertion of the critical aromatic amino acids (Figure 3B). For
equinatoxin, the following residues are identified: R144, W116,
S114, W112, Y113, Y138, Y137 (Figure 3C), in agreement
with the work of Weber et al.22 For the PC-specific SaPI-PLC
mutant, the identified membrane binding site includes the
aromatic amino acids reported by Cheng et al.65 and the
putative helix B region involved in membrane binding of
bacterial PI-PLCs25 (Figure 3E). Both simulations of GLTP
converge to the same membrane binding orientation (Figure
3F). Note that one of the simulations is initiated with a
random orientation and one in the membrane binding
orientation (Table 1). Interestingly, W142 and adjacent
isoleucines (I143, I147) localize close to the phosphate plane
or penetrate as suggested by previous works.69 We also observe
that the localization of the protein on the membrane surface is
shallow, consistent with experimental data.
Unlike the other proteins tested, the simulations of PLA2

lead to similar membrane-bound depths and orientations with
both the MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P models (Figure

3D). When compared with all-atom data, we find that the main
membrane binding region of the protein (containing W61,
F64) penetrates deeper than in all-atom simulation data61

(black line in Figure 3D). This deeper penetration is also true
for another segment containing two consecutive Asn residues
located along with several Gly, Ala, and Val (-80G-G-N-N-A-C-
A-A-A-V89-). This difference might originate from two factors:
(i) the protein cannot make subtle structural adjustments in
the CG simulations as it can in all-atom simulations; (ii) the
Asn and Gln hydrophobicity in the MARTINI model leads to a
deeper insertion of the 80−89 segment than it should. The
latter is further discussed in the Section 3.6.
All in all, MARTINI 2.3P leads to significant improvements

in terms of peripheral membrane protein localization and
identification of critical membrane binding segments and
agrees well with all-atom simulations and experimental data for
the cases tested here.

3.5. Control Simulations. To ensure that our modifica-
tions of the interaction matrix do not introduce biases in
simulations of other systems, we performed a set of control
simulations of lipid bilayers, a transmembrane protein, and
amino acid translocation through lipid bilayers. Each system
was simulated with MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P using
the same simulation parameters.

3.5.1. Membrane Properties Remain Unaltered. The
doubly unsaturated tails of DLiPC are modeled using two C4
beads per lipid tail and a Q0 bead for the choline group. We
simulated bilayers containing DLiPC to ensure that our
modification of the C4−Q0 interaction (Table 2) does not
affect the properties of DLiPC-containing bilayers. In addition,
we looked at mixtures of DLiPC and cholesterol (CHOL) and
a DPPC/DLiPC/CHOL biphasic mixture, as cholesterol is
modeled with P1 bead. Table 3 lists for each bilayer the average
area per lipid (APL), area compressibility, tail order parameter,
diffusion coefficient, and bilayer thickness (measured between
the phosphate groups).
The calculated properties are almost unaffected by the

applied modifications. For example, the average tail order of
the DLiPC bilayer is slightly reduced with MARTINI 2.3P
compared with MARTINI 2.2P and it is accompanied by a
slight decrease of the bilayer thickness. The APL and the area
compressibility are the same within the error estimates. The
same is true for the CHOL flip-flop rates. The lateral density
profiles as well as the relative number of neighboring lipids in
the DPPC/DLiPC/CHOL bilayer are also virtually unaffected
by the applied modifications (see Figures S7, S8, and Table S2
in the Supporting Information). Overall, the differences in the
bilayer properties between the two MARTINI versions are
marginal and well within the accuracy of the force field.

3.5.2. Effects on Transmembrane Proteins are Negligible.
It is important to check a possible effect of our force field

Table 3. Properties of Lipid Bilayers Containing DLiPC Only, DLiPC/CHOL, or DPPC/DLiPC/CHOL Simulated with
MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P

DLiPC DLiPC/CHOL DLiPC/CHOL

v2.2P v2.3P v2.2P v2.3P v2.2P v2.3P

average APL (nm2) 0.784 ± 0.001 0.785 ± 0.001 0.806 ± 0.001 0.806 ± 0.001 0.743 ± 0.001 0.743 ± 0.001
average area compressibility (mN/m) 197 ± 5 205 ± 5 211 ± 19 231 ± 14 224 ± 27 240 ± 17
average tail order DLiPC 0.206 ± 0.001 0.201 ± 0.001 0.219 ± 0.002 0.215 ± 0.002 0.231 ± 0.002 0.226 ± 0.002
average tail order DPPC 0.574 ± 0.003 0.580 ± 0.003
average bilayer thickness (nm) 3.468 ± 0.001 3.453 ± 0.001 2.778 ± 0.003 2.791 ± 0.002 4.091 ± 0.003 4.086 ± 0.001
CHOL flip-flop rate (106 s−1) 59 ± 3 57 ± 3 9.0 ± 0.4 8.3 ± 0.3
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modification on interactions between aromatic residues of
transmembrane proteins and lipids. In particular, we need to
ensure that choline heads do not artificially penetrate below
the phosphate plane to interact with aromatic amino acids
located in the transmembrane region. We chose bovine
rhodopsin (PDB ID: 1U19) for this purpose. It contains 54
aromatic amino acids. According to OPM,40 34 of these
aromatic amino acids have their Cα position located in the
hydrophobic region of the bilayer (Figure S9).
We performed 500 ns long simulations of a rhodopsin

monomer embedded in a POPC bilayer, using both MARTINI
2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P. We evaluate the integrity of the lipid
bilayer through the calculation of four properties: (i) tilt angle
of rhodopsin with respect to the bilayer normal, (ii) average
number of POPC−rhodopsin contacts, (iii) bead density
profile for protein, phosphate, and choline groups along the
bilayer normal, and (iv) POPC head occupancy around
rhodopsin.
The results, presented in Table 4, show that rhodopsin−

POPC interactions remain mostly unaffected by the changes

introduced in MARTINI 2.3P, relative to MARTINI 2.2P. We
observe a small increase in the number of contacts between
lipid heads and aromatic residues in simulations run with
version 2.3P. The average tilt angle of rhodopsin is slightly
reduced, which indicates that rhodopsin orientation in the
POPC bilayer is closer to the tilt angles values obtained in MD
simulations with the standard nonpolarizable MARTINI
(around 10°)70 than to the values obtained with 2.2P. These
small differences do not impact the overall bilayer deformation
around the protein, as shown in Figure S10. Partial density
profiles obtained from both MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI
2.3P largely overlap for the protein, water, phosphates, and
cholines. Small changes are only noticeable in the occupancy
densities around rhodopsin, which shows slightly more bilayer
deformation in MARTINI 2.3P, mainly around residues in the
head−water interface. The overall membrane deformation in
both versions of polarizable MARTINI is in good agreement
with the bilayer deformation observed in atomistic MD
simulations.71

3.5.3. Membrane Translocation PMF of Aromatic Amino
Acids. As the modification in MARTINI 2.3P involves
interactions between the PC lipid headgroups and the aromatic
side chains, we need to evaluate the effect of the change in
parameters on the membrane translocation PMF of these three
amino acids. We choose a DOPC bilayer (Figure S11) for that
purpose, and we compare the PMF profiles obtained with both
force fields6 and to the atomistic PMF profiles from
MacCallum et al.72

The trend is very similar for all aromatics when we compare
2.3P to 2.2P. With 2.3P, we observe a slight decrease from the
PMF minimum and up to the phosphate plane region (1−2
nm) for all profiles. A larger difference is observed right above
the phosphate plane (2−2.2 nm), especially for Tyr and Trp.
The PMF profiles are almost overlapping in the membrane
core region (0−1 nm).
The barrier just above the phosphate plane is lower with

2.3P than with 2.2P for both Tyr and Trp. 2.3P is thus closer
to the atomistic profile in this region. The 2−3 kJ/mol barrier
observed for Phe (atomistic) in the same region is reduced in
the PMF profile obtained using MARTINI 2.3P. The meaning
and relevance of this low barrier in the headgroup region is
somewhat unclear. It is not present in the PMF profile of Phe
translocation obtained using the highly mobile membrane
mimetic (HMMM) models by Pogorelov et al.73 We also
observe a large energy difference (around 10 kJ/mol) between
Tyr atomistic PMF profile and coarse grain PMF profiles in the
region close to the bilayer center (0−0.5 nm). However, this is
true for both 2.3P and 2.2P so it is not caused by the
modifications we introduced. Furthermore, it should be noted
that the atomistic PMF profile has a large error (more than 5
kJ/mol) in this particular region. Further investigation is
needed for clarification of this difference; as such difference is
not present in other regions/profiles.

3.6. Limitations of the Proposed Model. In this section,
we discuss some limitations of the application of the
MARTINI model, and of our modifications, to peripheral
proteins.
First, it is worth being reminded that the use of the elastic

network to keep the protein tertiary structure preserved during
CG simulations precludes the study of proteins whose binding
to membranes require structural rearrangements, even if they
are subtle.
The membrane translocation PMF calculated by de Jong et

al. shows that all-atom PMFs for both Asn and Gln have a low
energy barrier just above the phosphates6 while the MARTINI
2.2P PMFs show no such barrier but decrease from bulk water
to the bilayer hydrophobic core. In other words, Asn and Gln
residues tend to localize deeper than expected with MARTINI
2.2P. For a peripheral protein, this means that a segment
containing multiple Asn and/or Gln residues along with other
hydrophobic residues will have a tendency to insert deeper
than it should in the membrane interface. We observe that
behavior for the PLA2 localization (Figure 3D). In addition,
such a segment can compete with the actual membrane
binding segment and lead to the wrong membrane-bound
orientation, as we observed in one of the simulations of BtPI-
PLC (sim 5 in Figure 2C). Further, there is virtually no barrier
for the insertion of histidine residues in the membrane core
with MARTINI 2.2P. As His residue shares atom types with
other aromatic amino acids, our modification renders their
membrane insertion more favorable (Figure S12). This may
affect peripheral protein binding in the same way as described
above for Asn and Gln residues.
As a final remark, it is important to note that the correction

proposed here is only applicable to the polarizable version of
MARTINI.41 In the standard nonpolarizable MARTINI 2.2, all
interactions involving charged Q-beads and neutral beads (P,
C and N types) are reduced by one level in relation to the
polarizable MARTINI 2.2P model. As consequence, a shift of
two levels would be necessary to get a similar effect as we
described here. This modification is too drastic for the

Table 4. Average Rhodopsin Tilt Angle and Average
Number of POPC−Rhodopsin Contacts Calculated for
Simulations with MARTINI 2.2P and MARTINI 2.3P

MARTINI
version v2.2P v2.3P

percentage
difference (%)

tilt angle
(deg)

16.1 ± 0.4 15.6 ± 0.7 3.2

type of
contacts

head-protein 319 ± 8 334 ± 6 4.6
tail-protein 736 ± 8 741 ± 4 0.7
head-aromatic
residues

63 ± 2 68 ± 1 7.6

tail-aromatic
residues

331 ± 4 335 ± 2 1.2
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standard model, as Q0 interactions with P1, C5, and C4 would
be completely out of the expected interaction trends in relation
to other beads. A full reparametrization of Q-beads would be
required. This will be performed as part of the forthcoming
MARTINI 3.0 version.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES
In this work, we present a modified version of the polarizable
MARTINI 2.2P model where the interaction matrix is adjusted
to better account for interactions between aromatic amino
acids and PC lipids. This modification implicitly accounts for
cation−π interactions. It also provides a better description of
interfacial aromatic amino acids in the context of peripheral
membrane binding, as demonstrated by the results of our
systematic tests, including both positive and negative controls.
MARTINI 2.3P leads to membrane binding orientations
similar to atomic resolutions and identification of exper-
imentally determined membrane binding residues. The curated
dataset of peripheral proteins that was used for this work will
be useful for other force fields developments, including the
standard nonpolarizable version of MARTINI 3.0. We verified
that the new interaction matrix did not introduce biases in
simulations of other systems. Hence, MARTINI 2.3P is a
significant improvement over its predecessor MARTINI 2.2P,
and is recommended for any study involving peripheral
binding of membrane peptides and proteins as well as other
systems where cation−π interactions could potentially be
crucial.
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